
PICK YOURADVENTURE

DESIGN THE STRATEGY
Behind the IPO of an international blue chip

HELP THE CEO
To re-imagine the business model of a leadingbank

DISRUPT URBAN TRANSPORT
By inventing new mobility models

FORGE A BOARD-LEVELALLIANCE
Between an auto maker and an utility to make the world a greener place

SHAPE THE DIGITALFUTURE
Of a global retailbusiness

THE GLOBAL BOUTIQUE  

FOR STRATEGYCONSULTING

AMSTERDAM | BERLIN | BOSTON | CASABLANCA | HONG KONG | LONDON | MELBOURNE |  MILAN |

PARIS | SEOUL | SHANGHAI | SINGAPORE | SYDNEY | TOKYO | WASHINGTON



CVA is a boutique strategy consulting firm

with global reach, operating out of 15 offices

in Europe, the US and the Asia-Pacific region.

For more than three decades, our mission is

to help CEOs, Boards and senior managers

across the globe increase the value they

create for customers and thus the value of

their own businesses.

We use innovative, creative and ground-

breaking thinking to provide practical

solutions to complex, high stakes challenges

in business strategy, revenue growth and cost

control.

We specialize in bespoke consulting services,

rather than recycling “off-the-shelf” materials

across our clients. Even though CVA is a

boutique, we have a strong track record in a

number of industry verticals: retail financial

services; payments; telco; energy; automotive;

public sector; metals, mining and materials.

THE POSITION

We are currently looking for suitable top

candidates to join our team in Berlin as

Consultants (at all levels).

You will work in small teams with exceptional

exposure to partners and senior client staff

fromyourfirstdayonwards. Youwillexperience

a diverse range of local, regional, and global

projects that offer inspiring and stimulating

challenges across a variety of sectors. Our

bespokeapproach means our projects are

We  arehiring

Consultants (all Levels) and 

Interns in Berlin

highly creative and require consultants to be

naturally inquisitive developing a thorough

understanding of the client and their industry.

YOUR PROFILE

• You have a degree from a top engineering  

or business school (alternatively you  

have completed a MBA or Ph.D.) and/

or do possess some years of professional  

experience

• You have proven experience in a similar  

position

• You possess excellent quantitative and  

financial modeling skills

• You have an outstanding academic record

• You have excellent communication skills  

and very good interpersonal skills

• You are business fluent in GERMAN and in  

ENGLISH (ideally French)

THE TEAM

We are a vibrant close-knit office based in the

heart of Berlin at the Potsdamer Platz with a

true mix of personalities and backgrounds.

We operate on a European basis, and so will

you - work and socialize with our European

colleagues on projects, training, and events,

both in Europe and often further afield. Even

though we are a global firm, our network of

small offices fosters a small company culture

with aflat hierarchy and flexibility.

Please send your application incl. cover letter, CV, and transcripts to:

recruitgermany@corporate-value.com

CVA Corporate Value Associates • Beisheim Center am Potsdamer Platz  

Ebertstraße 2 • 10117 Berlin • +49(0)30 4672 4273 0 • www.corporate-value.com
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